The Input-output (IO) model has been introduced before the Second World War (WW2). The main purpose was better understanding the interdependence of productive sectors of an economy. Since WW2 the IO model has been widely used for analysis of economic activities, planning production, economic prognoses, international trade just to mention a few. The applications of IO range from a branch of a single economy to the World's economy. The main contributor to IO theory and, in particular, to the practical aspects of IO model was Wassillie W. Leontief (1906Leontief ( -1999. He received the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1973 "for the development of the inputoutput method and for its application to important economic problems."
In this talk we introduce and analyze the Nonlinear Input output Equilibrium (NIOE)-an alternative to IO. The fixed and given a priori price vector is replaced by the price operator which maps the production output into the price vector for the products. The demand vector is replaced by demand operator, which maps the prices for goods into the demand for goods. 1. The conditions on both operators, under which the NIOE exists and unique were found. 2. Finding NIOE is equivalent to solving a particular variation inequality on a simple feasible set, projection on which require at most matrix by vector multiplication. Therefore we consider two methods: Pseudo Gradient Projection (PGP) and Extra Pseudo Gradient (EPG), for which the projection on the feasible set is the main operation at each step 3. For both the PGP and the EPG methods the convergence, the global Q-linear rate and the complexity bounds were established under various condition on the input date.
4. The NIOE is a fundamental departure from the classical Leontief's model. Both methods can be viewed as pricing mechanisms for establishing NIOE in a Productive Economy.
